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ALL HANDS:

REUNION ALERT NOTICE

All Hands
Be advised that the CTA Will Cancel this years reunion.
It is to late to plan anything for this year, and unlike our sister ships our hotel fined
Bankrupse and we see no plans for opening by end of the year.
We will go forward looking at a New site for 2022.
SEE PAGE 2 FOR POSABILITY OF JOINING OUR SISTER SHIPS in 2021
In San Diego or Branson or Washington DC
See Links and details along with point of contacts

Comments from the Crew From 559 Emails sent out.
John Hobby Ok for 2021/22. We need to round up some VP50 crew. Nashville
Ken Miller: Not Attending the 2021 reunion
Jerry Tuttle: Not attending 2021 Vote for Jacksonville
Hillard Means: OK for 2021 but need Shots.
John Lewahdowski: OK for 2022 Vote for QM Long Beach.
Walter Palmer: OK for 2021/22 but on East coast (Travel Restricted)
Howard Fraps: OK 2021/22 once we get shots and see how well it works.
Dale Stroble: OK to attend in Calif.
Mike Winiarczyk: Will the Reunion is a Joint Reunion with AD27? ( No)
Fred Fulmer: No on 2021. Hold off until 2022 with Restrictions, Mask and
Group limitation we rather hold off until 2022. We want to enjoy the time.
Ernie Nottger: We will attend the Next reunion 2021/22
Ron & Constance Niclas: Very Interesting
Leonard Fort: Will attend depending on location 2021/22 After we our shots.
Tom Cetnarowski: It is to late to plan anything for this year. 2022 let’s see .
Leon Longacre: Hold off until end of March / April to see what the new guy in
office is heading us.
Ed Thurston: Cancel with regard to covid19 in CA area, lets look new site,
We vote for Gettysburg hold off until April .
Dell Bancroft: Cancel 2020, with lock downs more Gov. Regulations and broken local and state governments that have no idea how fix it or what is next.
John Johnson: Go forward, DD752 Advise Cancel 2021, lets look for alternative 2022, sooner we go forward and advise the crew the better.
Bill Earlewine: No problem with 2022
Alvin Lacefield: We are holding off until 2022 We have not been out to eat or
church since last Feb do to medical conditions.
Jerry Peters: Keep planning it would be a shame to miss an opportunity if it
were possible.
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Bill Linenberger: Cancel 2021 Lets look for alternative in 2022
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The Combined Tender association has been invited to join a number of our sister ships
Reunions this year that start in Late August and Med September ?
We have reunions posted for west coast mid west and east coast and you are welcome to Attend.
Follow the links provide or just pick up the Phone and call
West Coast San Diego California AV13 USS Salisbury Sound August 22-26th 2021
You Can Click on Photo to your Left and this provide you There Registration and Plan of the
Week . The Link jus below in Blue takes you to Gathering plus web page with same info but
you can Resister on line. Gatherings Plus is offering cancellation insurance for $19.95, which I
think would be a wise choice in uncertain times. Hotel Holiday INN Bayside. Phone Number
619 224-3621 Room Rates $154 plus tax including breakfast.
USS Salisbury Sound, San Diego, CA; August 22nd-26th, 2021 - Gathering Plus (gatheringsplus.com)

Mid West Branson Sept 13-16th 2021 AD31 USS TIDEWATER
Click on the Photo to your Left and this will provide you the Tidewater Registration for
and plan of the week Your Point of contact is Russel Schultz at rmsriver@msn.com
Hotel Stone Castle Resort Number 414-335-4700 Room Rates are $75 per night +/- 3
days. Includes daily hot breakfast buffet.

East Coast Washington DC Sept 16th to Sept 20, 2021 AD28 USS Grand Canyon
Click on the Photo to your Left and this will provide you the Grand Canyon Registration
for and plan of the week Your Point of contact is Wilson Chamberlin at 843-213-8026 Or
Email him at wtchamberlin@aol.com Hotel Westin Washington Dulles Airport Hotel.
Number 703-793-3366 Room Rates $99 per night + Tax which includes breakfast buffets.
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1966
From Fred Fulmer AD24
On January 16, 1966, a B-52 Stratofortress
took off from North Carolina on a
course towards Europe. The bomber was
part of Operation Chrome Dome, an
effort during the height of the Cold War to
provide 24/7 rapid-response nuclear
capabilities around the world. Over 24
hours later, as Major Larry Messinger attempted a routine mid-air refuel
operation over the coast of Spain, a
miscommunication between the pilots of
both aircraft caused the bomber to
impact the belly of the KC-135 refueling
aircraft. The impact caused jet fuel
to rain down upon the bomber, and both
aircraft exploded. The plane was carrying four mk28-type hydrogen bombs,
each capable of releasing 1.45 megatons of explosive power, or 100 times as
much as the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Fortunately, all four of the bombs were not armed, thus there was no danger of nuclear detonation. Of the
seven crew members aboard the bomber, three were killed in the explosion while four managed to eject.
Of the four bombs carried by the B-52, one was discovered intact and unexploded. The explosive core of two bombs
detonated, scattering plutonium around the surrounding farmland. These two bombs acted essentially as 'dirty
bombs', scattering radioactivity across a large area. After days of searching, the fourth bomb remained lost. However, after an interview with a fisherman that witnessed the crash, engineers were able to determine that the bomb
fell into the ocean with its parachute trailing behind, appearing to be a dead man attached to his parachute. The missing bomb was finally located 2,550 feet below sea level. Finally, the bomb was lifted to the surface.
We are not going into the problems with the Land contamination & clean up is another story and has only recently
been readdressed.
That Was the Summary of the Official reports.
We spent Christmas (December) in Naples and then I think it was early
January we went through the Straits of Gibraltar (Played Chicken with a
Russian ships) we passed so close with all of us on the deck that you could
almost touch the Russian Sailors. After that we proceeded to Cannes
France for a few days, of which we only spent 2 or 3 days when all of a
sudden we had to get under way. The next morning we woke to find our
self’s in the mix with other ships. (28 All together)
We worked round the clock (below deck) Making graph line gear to dredge
up the wreckage until we were able to find all the plane wreckage. It was
loaded onto barges and then we were given orders to escort the Sea Going Tugs to a spot out in the Atlantic where
the ocean is deepest. When we got there we where to turn our guns on it and sink the barges.
We had one small problem of hitting the barges in the worst
storm I have ever been in at sea. The Sea going Tugs could not
make any headway and would completely disappear down in the
waves. With Russian Trawlers circling around in case any thing
broke loose, we had to keep circling the Tugs which meant turning broad side to the waves causing the Everglade to lay on it’s
side so hard the screw would come out of the water and the ship
would shake. Trying to eat in the mess hall was a real challenge
and guys had to tie themselves into their bunks by lacing rope
through the chain that supported them.
The Tugs where running out of food and all we had was spam
and powdered eggs along with powdered milk to wash it down.
Fred Fulmer with two of the Nukes that were recovered.
They are on display at the Los Alamos Museum
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From Fred Fulmer AD24 Continued:
Looking back I had a very interesting four years in the military. I was sent
to San Diego for MR. school then put aboard the USS Everglades just in
time to go to the Med and be involved in the recovery (they made a
movie). After coming back I was sent to Little Rock Virginia for amphibious and survival training. Then landed in DaNang Vietnam just after they
overran Hue (as per the movie “Full
Metal Jacket”), Thirteen months later
we had lost quite a few people that I went through training with. And if
you where to re-up they would send you home for a hair cut and your
butt was going right back. Because they figured that you survived and
“there for” passed the sniff test with experience. Needless to say I took
up their other offer of college.
Photo on Right Debris from Wrecked Air craft Note Barge lower right >>

Please note that we have only 3 crew members listed in
our TAPS Memorial section. If this was true it is wonderful,.
I think our E-mail news letter is not reaching all our crew
Or they are not reading it ?
So if you know any one who has passed away please advise
so we can owner them.
Email us at AD24 History@gmail.com

Michael Butcher TPM Indianapolis, IN
Cleve S. Child Salt Lake City. UT
James R. Davidson TPM Gastonia, NC

I’m Vaccinated. What’s Next?
What you can do to protect others
So, you received your second COVID-19 vaccine dose, what’s next? If you’re one of the lucky ones who’s
fully vaccinated for COVID-19, you’re probably feeling hopeful that you’re free of risk from the virus. Although you might be tempted to ditch your mask, gather with friends and family, and travel freely, CDC
rules for protecting yourself and others haven’t changed.
Until vaccines are widely distributed to most of the population, here are four ways to stay informed and
keep yourself and others safe.
Keep your mask on: Even though it’s tempting to return to life as you knew it, protecting yourself and others will continue to slow the spread, even if you don’t get sick yourself. While others wait for the COVID-19
vaccine, you must continue practicing good habits. These include covering your mouth and nose with
a mask when around others, staying at least 6 feet away from others, avoiding crowds, and washing your
hands often.
Monitor any potential side effects: It’s normal for some people to experience side effects after getting any
vaccine. You may feel pain or have swelling on your arm or flu-like symptoms, such as fever, chills, tiredness, headache, throughout the rest of your body. They should go away after a few days, but if they don’t,
contact your health care provider by signing in and sending a Secure Message (sign in required).
Check your health records in My HealtheVet: if you receive the vaccine through VA. Trish & I received our
Shots through Sutter / USCF as the VA was dragging there feet.
Talk to your doctor: If you have any questions about vaccine side effects or how they work, let your doctor
know.
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